Use of L-asparaginase in acute lymphoblastic leukemia: recommendations of the Polish Adult Leukemia Group.
L-asparaginase is a hydrolase that catalyzes the conversion of L-asparagine--an endogenous amino acid necessary for the function of some neoplastic cells, such as lymphoblasts. In most human cells deficiency of L-asparagine can be compensated by alternative synthesis pathway through which L-asparagine is produced from aspartic acid and glutamine by asparagine synthethase. Depletion of L-asparagine from plasma by L-asparaginase results in inhibition of RNA and DNA synthesis with the subsequent blastic cell apoptosis. Owing to the unique anti-cancer mechanism of action, L-asparaginase has been introduced to the multi drug chemotherapy in children and adults with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, which has contributed to significant improvement of therapy outcomes and to achieve complete remission in about 90% of patients. Notwithstanding its high therapeutic efficacy, L-asparaginase can increase the risk of thrombosis. Inhibition of protein synthesis causes most complications observed during treatment with a native and pegylated form of L-asparaginase, including impaired functions of liver, kidneys or central nervous system. Thrombotic events occur as a result of inhibited synthesis of anticoagulant proteins (mainly antithrombin). Coagulopathy has been observed in 1.1-4% of patients treated with the pegylated L-asparaginase and in 2.1-15% of those receiving its native form. In this paper approaches to optimize the therapy with L-asparaginase have been discussed.